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ALL WEATHER CAPITAL 

ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE 
POLICY 

  
   

Incorporated: 2015                             Last updated: Oct 2020 

 

Overview 
 

AWC seeks to be a leader in Responsible Investing. 

All Weather Capital’s investment philosophy is that of responsible investing for sustainable 

shareholder value creation.  We also believe that companies that take account of ESG factors in how 

they conduct their operations are more likely to have sustainable business practices that create 

lasting results to benefit all stakeholders and will meet our investment objectives.   

Consistent with both objectives, the All Weather Capital Responsible Investment Policy outlines our 

approach to managing investments on behalf of our clients in a responsible manner and which 

includes ESG matters.  The policy forms the foundation of how we, approach, identify, integrate, 

engage, and report on ESG factors within our investment process.  It seeks to both uncover 

opportunities and evaluate potential risks within a disciplined investment process.  

Our ESG  policy is available on our website. 

All Weather Capital supports the objectives of the United Nation-Backed Principles for Responsible 

Investment (UNPRI) and those of the Code for Responsible Investment in South Africa (CRISA). 

 

ESG policy  
 
All Weather Capital is committed to the pursuit of environmental sustainability, social responsibility, 
and effective corporate governance. Failure to address ESG issues can expose companies to 
significant legal, regulatory, product and reputational risks, while companies that proactively address 
environmental and social issues and have strong governance structures tend to provide sustainable 
returns over time.   
 
Our ESG policy reflects our commitment to the integrated evaluation of factors that support 
responsible and sustainable investment practices. Broadly defined, these factors can include a 
company leadership quality, capital stewardship, accountability, transparency, its management of 
human capital and efficient use of natural resources.  In particular, we commit to ensuring that our 
investee companies: 
 

• Operate in an environmentally responsible manner, to conserve natural resources and 
reduce any negative impact on climate change, while operating in compliance with global 
and local environmental regulations. 

 

https://www.allweather.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Responsible-Investment-Policy.pdf
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• Act in a socially responsible manner, by adopting fair labour practices by fostering diversity 
and inclusion in its labour force, by acting ethically and upholding health and safety 
standards in product and service offerings, and to consider the needs and aspirations of the 
communities the company is involved with.  We will further encourage compliance with all 
regulations in all aspects of its operations.  

 

• Effective corporate governance by ensuring that Boards, executive management are 
governed factors which ensure fairness within the business itself, its external stakeholders, 
and its shareholders.  These include shareholder rights, board structure and independence, 
fair executive compensation, independent audits, and compliance with relevant accounting 
standards. 

 
. 

ESG Integration 
 
Core in our ESG policy is the explicit inclusion of ESG considerations into financial analysis and 
portfolio decision making.  This enables ESG risks and opportunities to be identified and factored 
into the risk/return assessment for an investment.  
 
As part of the overall process, we combine the perspectives of our investment analysts, our 
dedicated ESG analyst and portfolio managers to form a rounded view of each company and the 
issues it faces.  Our process allows us to identify and rate ESG risks as part of the AWC’s ESG 
Framework review and fundamental analysis of stocks.  The ratings are incorporated into our 
fundamental valuations.  This flows into a ranking table which drives stock selection and portfolio 
inclusion.   
 
All Weather Capital recognises that ESG risks are diverse and often difficult to identify and quantify. 

Varying degrees of ESG risks differ in materiality where it pertains to different companies and 

different sectors, and so, the impact on valuation is different. It is for this reason that we do not base 

our decision to invest in companies solely on the outcomes of ESG views. We would, rather, hold 

companies for which we have identified ESG risk exposure once they have passed through our 

fundamental research process and we believe that the share process sufficiently accounts for the 

ESG issues we have identified. 

Stocks are ranked which ranking is part of the inputs that go into the portfolio construction process.  

The step-by-step process is discussed below: 

 

Identification of ESG risks within each sector and company 

Risks are identified in two ways:  

i. As part of the ESG Framework review by our ESG analyst, and 

ii. via fundamental analysis by the research analysts as they investigate key drivers for 

investment in a stock.   

The latter considers any ad-hoc issues around ESG that might arise in the press or regulatory 

bodies, etc.  
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Analysis and rating using AWC’s ESG Framework 

Our framework is aligned to the guidelines set out by The King Code™.  We identify ESG measures 

under the broad scopes of: 

• Governance (largely Board/management /key committees/executive remuneration),  

• Environmental (impact of companies' activities on the environment, e.g., carbon 
emissions, energy management), and  

• Social (the company as a corporate citizen, its employment practices, development 
of skills, etc.).   

•  
All Weather Capital has internal benchmarks for each of the criteria within these broad categories.  

ESG factors are then compared to our internal benchmarks.  Our ESG analyst reviews all relevant ESG 

related factors from the publicly available information (e.g., in the annual report, media, ESG 

experts) and from discussions with internal analysts.  These factors are then compared with All 

Weather Capital's ESG criteria and flagged as above, in line with, or below our benchmark.    

The ESG analyst and fundamental analyst discuss the rating, to ensure alignment and/or clarification 

of flagged issues. There is also comparison with external ESG research.   

Specific metrics under the broader ESG criteria are highlighted below: 

Governance 

Activities considered in company analysis. 
  

- Board accountability and independence  
- Independence of key committees 
- Executive compensation  
- Shareholder alignment  
- Reporting and disclosure 

 

Social 

Activities we consider in our company analysis.  
 

- Employee practice 
- Diversity of workforce and culture 
- Health and safety  
- Labour management relations  
- Human Rights  
- Product integrity  
- Product quality  
- Community Impact and relations  
- Responsible lending  
- Corporate philanthropy  
- Community touch points 
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This must be measured and reflected in the investee company’s financial performance.  
 

- Improved productivity and morale  
- Reduced turnover and absenteeism.  
- Openness to new ideas and innovation.  
- Reduce potential for litigation and reputational risk.  
- Product integrity create brand loyalty.  
- Increase sales based on product safety and excellence.  
- Reduce potential for litigation.  
- Reduce reputational risk Community impact.  
- Improve brand loyalty.  
- Protect license to operate.  

 

Environmental 

Resource management, pollution prevention and sufficient environmental reporting/disclosure are 

activities to be considered when analysing companies.  

- The potential impact on companies.  

- Avoid or minimize environmental liabilities for companies.  

- Low cost and increase profitability through energy and other efficiencies.  

- Reduce regulatory, litigation and reputational risk.  

- Well-governed company indicator. 

 

Potential Impact on an organisation  
 

- Align interest of shareowners and management.  
- Avoid negative financial surprises or blow ups.  
- Reduce reputational risk.  

 

 

Identification of risks via fundamental analysis 

 

Our fundamental research process is detailed elsewhere in this submission above.  However, as it is 

premised on bottom-up fundamental analysis and complemented by top down and ESG analysis, 

ESG red flags will come to the fore. As an example, when looking at   employee costs across retailers, 

analysis can show discrepancies in costs/per worker for similar companies.  It will be flagged under 

the ESG societal criteria and if material, it will warrant a conversation with management. 
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Incorporating ESG rating into investment decisions 

We incorporate our findings into our investment processes by: 

- Adjusting the assumptions, we make to financial metrics due to an ESG issue flagged. For 

example, if we think there is a high probability that a company will be fined for a misstep, we 

will adjust cash flows to accommodate for our most likely scenario re the quantum of such 

fine. (Note this will be after looking at a number of factors e.g. If fine based on turnover and 

how this was applied to other companies.  An example of this is MTN being fined R5bn by 

the Nigerian regulators for breach of telecommunications regulations. 

 
- Adjusting discount rates used to value stocks.  The outcome of our financial analysis may call 

for an adjustment to the discount rates we use.  Discount rates may also be adjusted to 

account for non-financial metrics.   

 

- Applying premiums or discounts to relative valuation multiples used to valued stocks. 

 
Our valuation and implied target prices are then complied into our ranking table, which ranking 

includes our universe of stocks.  Stocks are then chosen according to where they fall in our ranking 

table – we prefer to hold stocks at the top of the table, which provide relative outperformance. 

 

As indicated above, our approach is not to exclude companies from our investment universe, but 

rather to try value the impact of the identified ESG issues and incorporate them into our valuation.   

 

Management engagement 
 

All Weather Capital views engagements as a tool to enhance the long-term shareholder value of the 

companies in which our clients are underlyingly invested. The purpose of engagement is that it 

provides a platform for an open dialogue where analysts and portfolio managers can address the 

issues of ESG risks which have been raised. 

The aim and preference of All Weather Capital is to engage constructively with management and 

boards of companies to address any issues raised in a manner characterised by integrity, discipline, 

and consistency. We believe that this approach effects a positive change to management behaviour 

and ultimately enhances sustainable outcomes.  

We generally expect to be supportive of the management of the companies which are represented in 

our fund’s holdings. This does not preclude the possibility of disagreement with management around 

issues of strategy or governance. We reconcile this position by seeking to address these disagreements 

through dialogue. Depending on the seriousness of the disagreement, further steps may be taken to 

promote change. 
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Proxy voting 

We actively vote on all companies our portfolios are invested in, in accordance with all applicable 

laws and regulations.  The ESG analyst then prepares documentation for submission which indicates 

our vote and reasons for such decisions.  Note, before we submit votes, we engage companies our 

resolutions we intent to vote against to enable ongoing dialogue around issues raised.  

 

Our Proxy Voting Policy is found on our website. 
 

Being active shareholders 

A key tenant of executing on our ESG philosophy includes being active shareholders.  

 

- Analysts are obliged to attend annual general meetings of all companies under their 

respective coverage - this provides an opportunity to engage directly with board members 

as well as executive directors of each company in our coverage. 

- Should any issues arise outside of the annual general meeting voting period, All Weather 

Capital engages directly with the Chairman of the Board and/or executive management as 

well as investor relations of companies.   

- AWC also participates in ESG issues in public forums.  Opinions on a number of ESG issues 

are shared in media, at conferences or other such forums. 

 

Monitoring and feedback 

- There is ongoing monitoring and evaluation of ESG flags identified in our process.   
We follow up with management to measure progress on these issues. 

-  
 

Oversight for ESG implementation 
 

Incorporation of ESG factors and considerations into our investment process is one that is integral 

and not separated from our investment analysis and investment activities.  Our process ensures that 

ESG considerations are taken into account when analysts make their financial assumptions about 

profitability and returns.  Furthermore, we interrogate alignment of company’s ESG objectives into 

overall firm strategy, as well as accountability and incentivisation of key management to ensure 

execution thereof.  Our ESG framework ties this into a rating which is considered when valuing 

stocks.   

Thus, while we do not have an ESG Committee pe se, we believe the following underscores that ESG 

is indeed integrated into our process: 

- ESG analysts ensures that the Framework is updated and current, and that rating 
incorporates the outcomes of her analysis of ESG factors in conjunction with inputs from the 
relevant analysts. 

- The analyst incorporates ESG rating into valuation, either by adjusting financial metrics 
and/or valuation metrics.   

https://www.allweather.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Proxy-Voting-Policy.pdf
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- ESG issues and any changes to ratings are presented and discussed at our daily/weekly 
meetings. 

- ESG outputs are part of analysts’ performance indicators. 
- The Head of Research and CIO have responsibility to ensure that all investment protocols are 

followed. 
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